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BIOGRAPHY

“Grunge band who love Brit Rock and feel in their bones the stresses of  the working class life”
Grunge, raw, melodic power - these elements described the band known as Izzy Rocks.  

Released in 2017, the Metamorphosis Ep was an initial side solo project of frontman Fauzi.  
This project idea was eventually metamorphosized into a band with the presence of like-minded
grunge rock musicians, many of whom shared Fauzi's similar passion for Brit Rock.  
Collective individuals who choose grunge music to express the stresses of the daily grind of the urban jungle.   

Izzy Rock's music centers around the global working class and their daily struggles.  
The bandThe band's signature sound features ferocious distorted guitars, heart-thumping basslines, and drums mashed  
with a Brit rock-style vocal delivery. Very reminiscent of the punk movement and the Seattle sound 
of the late  80s and early 90s. 

The band current line-up consists of Fauzi (Vocals), Nigel (Guitars), Gary (Bass) and Advait (Drums).

Music that's hard rocking and punchy yet melodic with thoughtful sing-along lyrics. This is   IZZY ROCKS!
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Released WAM Presents - Izzy Rocks Live Unplugged

Played at Alchemy for Punk N Emo Night

Released single “Feel Alright”

Released single “As We All”

Interview with We Are Music (Midweek Originals Season 2)
Released single “Belle” 
Live at Dan Studio (Livestream).
Interview with We Are Music (Midweek Originals Season 1) 
Released single “Society” 
Released single “Social Distancing” 
Played at Bones N Barrels (Sentosa) 
Release single “The CD Song”

Played at Bandfest @Woodlands RC
Played at Deutshlander
Played at Crazy Elephant
Released single “Indecisive Ways” 
The formation of Izzy Rocks as a band 
Releasd EP - Metamorphosis



As We All is a song a
bout being overwhelm

ed and the relationsh
ip with 

peers. The guitars ar
e heavy and distinct, 

with a tone that's bot
h beautiful 

and powerful. It's a d
ifferent sound from w

hat you're used to he
aring from 

Izzy Rocks, but it's st
ill a fantastic song!

DISCOGRAPHY



“WAM Presents - Izzy Rocks Live Unplugged” collaborates with the We Are Music community and Izzy Rocks. The setting is to capture the similar vibe present in the 90s MTV Unplugged series, which features excellent grunge bands like Nirvana, Alice In Chains, and Pearl Jam. This album also features a new song called Artifacts of the Monastery, which is plugged with heavy distortion but still within that unplugged setting of an environment.

Feel Alright is an energetic, fun song that wants everyone to feel alright, especially during this neverending world of issues plaguing us daily. The chorus is an anthem like any punk rock track where listeners can pick up and sing along instantly.

DISCOGRAPHY



“Society” brings 90s grunge sound back to life. Similar to the sounds of 
Nirvana, “Society” is a song about discrimination - more importantly 
towards Rock and Metal music listeners in general by the music masses. 

A song about 
an accidental

 stalker turne
d love story w

ith a happy en
ding. 

Something yo
u don’t see ha

ppening very 
often.  Grunge

 melodies wit
h 

chorus hooks
 that will keep

  playing in yo
ur brain.

DISCOGRAPHY



“The CD Song is about a guy whose girlfriend dumped  him after he could 
only last 31 seconds in bed. The cover art of Hotel 81, a famous Singapore 
landmark, makes the storyline even more intriguing to the song's listeners.

With Covid-19 hitting everyone in a
 blast, “Social Distancing” is a 

positive-vibe song for everyone to
 play their part in social distancing

. The 

song was written and recorded in
 a week, just days before the circu

it 

breaker hit Singapore. This song is
 meant for all humankind to hope 

for a 

better day without this disease.

DISCOGRAPHY



"Metamorphosis" is the birth of Izzy Rocks. The EP managed to capture punk and grunge sounds meshed with brit rock vocals with lyrics that talked about everyday life. The combination  of two unlikely genres are mixed and mould into one unique flavour. Singles like Sunny Day, Now What and The One Thing are tracks that can relate once you have heard the song's lyrics. 

“Indecisive Ways” was
 initially written and r

eleased for Fauzi’s for
mer band 

6 Overdrive and it app
eared in their concept

 album “The Story Of J
ane” back 

in 2019. The song was
 written about situatio

ns one tend to feel wh
en the 

mind and heart went b
i-polar opposite whils

t making a decision. 

DISCOGRAPHY



For press enquiries and bookings, please contact the song. 
Fauzi 
(65) 97549359
izzy69rocks@gmail.com 
Listen to our music on major online distribution platforms  
such as Spotify, Apple Music, iTunes, Deezer, Tidal,  
Google Play and many more. 
Like and follow us at our social media platforms @ 
facebook.com/izzyrocks.sg
twitter.com/izzy69rocks
instagram.com/izzy69rocks 
tiktok.com/@izzy69rocks

CONTACT
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